ABSTRACT.
Let C be a symmetric monoidal category with a suspension, and let SC be the resulting stable category. We shall give necessary and sufficient conditions for extending the symmetric monoidal structure to a monoidal structure on SC. These imply that the usual smash product on finite pointed CW complexes cannot be extended to a smash product (with S as unit) on finite spectra, hence not on Boardman spectra. This confirms a conjecture of Alex Heller.
1. Introduction. Let (C, ®, U) be a symmetric monoidal category (Eilenberg and Kelly [4, pp. 472, 512]). Here ® is the tensor product, and U the unit; ® is an associative, commutative and "unitary" functor C x C -• C. The standard example has U a commutative ring, with identity, C the category of ¡J-modules, and ® the usual tensor product.
If C also admits a suspension, we may form the corresponding Spanier- In §4 we shall show that if X = ? ® S for some S in C, then our necessary condition is also sufficient to extend the symmetric monoidal structure to SWC. Extension to SC will then be automatic. where X is an object of C, and m is an integer. Morphisms are given by SC((X, m), (y, »)) = colim C(2m+kX, ln+kY), where k ranges over any unbounded monotone sequence of integers. See, e.g., the proof of Theorem 4.
SC admits a suspension given by S(X, m) = (X, m + l). There is a functor S: C -> SC; on objects SX = (X, 0). We shall sometimes identify X with (X, 0). Note that Si £ IS. rx: X ® U -> X, lx: U ® X -> X.
U X = U, ru = /y; call this map u. Hence any map / in D(il, U) factors as 4. Sufficient conditions. Let (C, ®, U) be a symmetric monoidal category. Fix some object S1 in C, and define a suspension by 2X = X ® S .
We can then give a rough converse to Theorem 1 on extending the symmetric monoidal structure to SWC and SC.
Let S° = U. For n> 1, let Sn = IS"-1 = S"-1 ® Sl. Finally, let / ® g be the image of (/' ® g ) ^ in SC((X ® y, w + n), (X' ® y', m + n')).
We must now show that / ® g is well defined. Let r: S3 S S1 ® S2 -S2 ® S1 S S3 is given on X'. ® X" by c(x ® x") = (-l)''x" ® x'.
The "translation" suspension S on C may also begiven by letting S be the chain complex which is R in degree 1, 0 otherwise, and has 0 differential. Then ZX = X ® S1.
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